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VEXO8
Compact high-power speaker 8"

Highlights:

20° incline angle•
Modern and elegant design•
1" Compression horn tweeter•
High efficiency 8" Mid/low woofer•
Tweeter protection circuitry•
2 x Speaker connector (Linkthrough)•
Vertical and horizontal mounting (rotatable logo)•
Zinc alloy mounting bracket included•

Product information:

The VEXO8 is a high-output loudspeaker cabinet, featuring an 8”
high efficiency mid/low range driver and 1” compression driver
fitted with a 100° x 80° coverage horn, providing a powerful and
detailed sound in a compact cabinet.

The exceptional accuracy and clarity coming from this compact
cabinet  are  recommended  to  be  extended  with  a
complementary bass cabinet adding the punchy &amp; deep
bass, resulting in a stunning sound over the entire frequency
range.  Their  elegant  enclosure  allows  them  to  be  used  in
modern &amp; trendy installation applications such as bars and
nightclubs, while their functional features make them perfect
for use in compact mobile systems.

It delivers a powerful full-range sound with an RMS rating of 175
Watt  and  a  maximum  of  350  Watt.   Compression  driver
overload protection is  provided through an internal  limiting
circuit. Connections are made using two speaker connectors
allowing link through to other cabinets.

Mounting in both horizontal and vertical direction, up to 20°, is
possible with the included wall bracket and the rotatable horn.
An optional 35mm pole adapter can be installed when used in
mobile applications.

Applications:

Sporting facilities•
Hotels•
Clubs•
Bars & Restaurants•

Properties:

Impedance:
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System specifications:

Speaker type 2-way

Peak power handling 700 W

Program power handling 350 W

RMS/AES power handling 175 W

Impedance 8 Ω

Sensitivity (1W/1m) 92 dB

Sound Pressure (Max. W/1m) 115 dB

Frequency Response (± 3 dB) 65 Hz - 20 kHz

Range (-10 dB) 55 Hz - 20 kHz

Crossover Frequency 1.25 kHz

Type Passive built-in

Dispersion Horizontal 100°

Vertical 80°

Connectors 2 x Speaker connector (Linkthrough)

Drivers HF 1” Compression driver

MF 8”

LF 8”

Product Features:

Dimensions 250 x 380 x 262 mm (W x H x D)

Weight 9.700 kg

Construction Medium Density Fibreboard with structured coating

Front finish Steel grill

Mounting & handling 2-way Revolving mounting bracket

Optional 35 mm pole adapter

Colours Black (RAL9004) (VEXO8/B)

White (RAL9003) (VEXO8/W)

Operating temperature -20 °C ~ 60 °C

Accessories Included 2-way Revolving mounting bracket

Optional WBP100 Wall bracket mounting plate

CHB196 35 mm pole adapter
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Variants:

VEXO8/B - Black•
VEXO8/W - White•
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